
My name is Aga Wilson and I am the founder and executive director of the 
#CanWeTalkAboutIt campaign that aims to break the silence about COVID-19 
Vaccine injury and death. I am also a former United Nations employee, an a 
journalist with my own show where I interview world renowned doctors, scientists 
and experts on the COVID crisis and more.  
 
We launched the Can We Talk About It a campaign more than a year ago and since 
then I have seen horrific damage, injury and death done to innocent people globally. 
I have been working with the injured for quite some time now and just by statistics 
we know that over 11 million injuries have been reported globally and over 70,000 
deaths. This is a humanitarian crisis and gross violation of human rights! 
 
I am still processing the reality of how many injuries we have seen and the absolute 
silence as well as censorship and gaslighting of the injured. What we have witnessed 
is unacceptable and the job that should be done by governments across the world 
has been left to be taken on by regular people who are willing to take the risk, lose 
their jobs and livelihoods, friends and family, and speak out about the tremendous 
damage that they have witnessed around them and in their work environment. When 
you see people suffering like this and being completely ignored you start wondering 
what is truly happening and why this issue has not been addressed by the proper 
people who are in charge of our health? 
 
As fellow citizens and human beings it’s our duty to recognize our sisters and 
brothers when they say that something is wrong, and the things that are happening 
to their health are happening repeatedly everywhere. This is not a coincidence!! We 
cannot let the the pharmaceutical companies get away with this without any 
consequences. How many people need to be injured or die, how many 
whistleblowers and experts speaking out does it take for our governments to open 
their eyes?  
 
The most shocking part is the amount of cases of adverse events including sudden 
deaths that have been documented very well globally and still no one is paying 
attention to these incredibly high numbers or looking into the matter of the uptick in 
diseases and access deaths worldwide. After interviewing a German researcher and 
data analyst that took it upon him to look into the German health care system 
database, were each disease reported by a doctor is documented with international 
codes, he found there is an incredible uptick in over 200 diseases and skyrocketing 
numbers of sudden deaths. This is medical data that cannot be tampered with and 
that is considered as very credible. 
 
He has further notified his government that something about these very worrying 
numbers. This is just one example of so many that doesn’t add up. In the past when 
a drug has reported side effects in much smaller numbers, our governments have 
made sure to take the off the market. The big question is why this has not been done 
with the COVID-19 vaccines? The amount of red flags that accompany this particular 
vaccine are off the charts and it is every politicians, every physicians, every 
journalists, and every fellow human citizens, duty to stop the administration and 
mandates until we have more proof.  
 



Tens of thousands of doctors scientists journalists and other professionals as well as 
activists have stood up across the world risking everything they have in order to 
speak the truth and solve this truly heartbreaking and devastating issue. The people 
victims of these shots have lost everything and many of them are not able to lead 
normal and dignified lives. More people will be harmed if we don’t do our jobs and 
conduct proper science. The right thing to do is to stop the administration of the 
COVID-19 vaccine until we have further research to prove otherwise. I therefore ask 
you to consider your choice carefully as lives are at stake and we don’t need to put 
more people at risk until we know the truth.  
 
For more information and stories of the injured please visit: canwetalkaboutit.org 
For uncensored interviews with doctors and scientists from across the globe please 
visit: agawilsonshow.com 
 
Warm regards, 
Agnieszka (Aga) Wilson 
New York, NY 


